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Cpt Phil French
:: Tugs uniform ...:: ... Ready
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Got my radar coverage overlap ? .... where you able to plot a stealth course ?
Ens. Walters
::at tac station, still monitoring radio activity on planet, trying to bring in something intelligible::
Cnslr. Rockman
::patiently waiting for orders:: 
FCO Ens. Sea
::monitoring course::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Sir, yes it appears there is a corridor where a shuttle could pass through undetected.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Captain: Our previous location in orbit was actively scanned.  They are using sonic pings.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : Plot a new course .. keep us incvisible at all cost.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we could just bounce the sonar around with the navigational deflector, might be fun
Ens. Greg Spencer
Captain: I'll try but I think they know we are here.
FCO Ens. Sea
check
FCO Ens. Sea
:)
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Adjusts sensors::
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Take us up to 15000 km.
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Polar orbit ....
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye skipper, Z + 15, 000 klicks
Cpt Phil French
Rockman : Any precedent on having Romulan, Human and Klingon on one and same planet without destroying each others ?
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: Yes.
Cpt Phil French
Rockman : Please enlighten me ... ::Grins ::
Ens. Walters
::continues monitoring radar overlay pattern::
Cnslr. Rockman
CO::ginning:: The planet of galatic peasce, sir
Cpt Phil French
Walters : How come you did not pick this sonic ping sweeps before ?
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: interesting little world
Cpt Phil French
Rockman : Hu ? ...
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watches the pings, making sure none get close to the Callisto::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  errr.....  Perhaps there's a malfunction in my sensors.  
Ens. Walters
::runs diagnostics, finds everything ok::  
FCO Ens. Sea
::err sure :) that's it::
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: the planet of galatic peace 80-100 years ago had ambassoadors from all three races.  I forgot the name of the planet.
Ens. Walters
::casts a quick glance at Sea::  Hey...
Ens. Greg Spencer
Sea: Ensign, my readings indicate that we are not at 15,000 km above th planet.
Cpt Phil French
Walters : I doubt you would have miss that .... make certain they don't use any kind of system to deceive your "beloved" sensors ... I have the strangest feeling we're going the wrong way ...
Ens. Walters
Captain:  It is likely I missed it because I was tuning radio frequencies....  missed the sonic pings.
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Scanning for that now.
FCO Ens. Sea
Spenser: we should be that is our heading unless there is a discrepancy
Cpt Phil French
Rockman : Ah ... yes .. I remember ... but as far as I know that was a concerted meeting ... here and now it seems that no one, at least in the federation, sent any kind of diplomatic team here ....
FCO Ens. Sea
Z+15, 000km
Ens. Greg Spencer
Sea: Sensors show we reached 10,000 km and remained at that height.
Ens. Walters
::wonders if all the sensors are going wacky on us::
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: Is anyone monitoring communications between the continents?
Cpt Phil French
Walters: Send out a Alpha Red request to UFP diplomatic HQ ... ask them if we have any ongoing negociation in this sector we should be aware of ...
Ens. Walters
Aye sir.
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: AH HAH! Nimbus 3 thats it.::slaps hand to forehead::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: there appears to sensor ghosts or lies
Cpt Phil French
Rockman : Walters is trying to get all the static out of the comm signals .
Ens. Walters
::sends communique::  
Cpt Phil French
:: Knows now why the Counselor has a flat forehead ::
Ens. Walters
Captian:  comm sent to HQ; awaiting response now
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Acknowleged
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Still studying sensors about the nav problem::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Sea: Height is still at 10,000 kms above the surface.
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I'm not able to discern the communication from the planet.  It would appear that we are at the outer limit of their range.  
Cpt Phil French
Sea/Spencer : Soooo ... where are we  ?? 10000 or 15000 km ?
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: suggest we withdraw to well beyond the planet
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: sensors are unreliable
Ens. Walters
Sir:  The signals are apparently being bounced back at 10,000 km, maximum range
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: ghost images
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Sir, sensors show us at 10,000 km above the planet.
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Keep us here, ready a shuttle, no cpu link between the shuttle and the Callisto I want a fully manual shuttle. I don't wanrt to rely on the sensors if the onboard sensors are unreliable.
Cpt Phil French
Rockman : Get ready to board the shuttle with Carson.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: roger, fully manual
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: I am having difficulties steering
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: Aye aye, sir.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::nods to Rockman::
Cpt Phil French
Rockan : I want you to go down and see want info you can gather .. use the flight plan Walters is going to give you .. :: Looks up at Walters ::
Ens. Walters
Sir?
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we cannot move further than 10,000 km away
Ens. Walters
Ah...
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watches sensors::
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters : Have the flight plan ready for the Counselor ... give him a print out ...
Ens. Walters
::prepares flight plan to download to shuttle::
Ens. Walters
::prints out the flight plan for good measure::
Cnslr. Rockman
::picks up flight plan and heads for the turbo lift::
Cpt Phil French
Carson : You take the Shuttle, follow Walters' flight plan and allow the Counselor all latitude to gather information.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: I suggest emergency rations and survival gear, the equiptment is unreliable
Ens. Walters
Sir:  Aye; I've also loaded the flight plan to the shuttle's computer; the path I've plotted should take them through the area of the weakest radar activity.
Cnslr. Rockman
:: holds the door for carson::Carson:Are you coming?
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Good point ... see to it ...
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: the landing party may become stranded
Lt.jg Sam Carson
CO: Aye, sir
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Perfect ... 
FCO Ens. Sea
:: outfitting shuttle with phaser armory, food, communications and portible shelters::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
Rockman: Yeah, I'm coming.
Cnslr. Rockman
Sea: what about extra jammies?
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::exits::
Cnslr. Rockman
::enters turbo lift with carson
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Clear them to go as soon as they request it. Please keep me posted about the Callisto attitude.
Ens. Walters
::continues trying to figure out why she can't pick up the communications on the planet::
FCO Ens. Sea
Rockman: you like the ones with the feet or not
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Sir, there is a ship emerging from the darkside of the planet.  Its a Starfleet ship.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::TL arrives at Shuttle bay::
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Its Daedalus Class.  The markings show it as the USS Phaco.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::exits TL and enters Shuttle bay::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Shall I hail them?
Cnslr. Rockman
{#}Sea: with the feet if we get stranded. Anything new up there?::arrives at shuttle bay::
FCO Ens. Sea
::beaming pajamas on shuttle with Rockmanls name on them::
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Besides working n that Comm problem I'd like you to bring up a tac display with the Shuttle course. Prepare as well some  probe-relays to maintain a full coverage of space activity .
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: NCC- 683.  Computer indicates the ship was lost 99 years ago.
Ens. Walters
Sir:  On it.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::walks towards the shuttle, enters and does preflight::
Ens. Walters
Sir:  Do you wish the shuttle course displayed on screen?
FCO Ens. Sea
#Rockman: a Federation ship has emerged from the far side of the terminator
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters : Confirm Yelow alert.and open HF
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::runs down the check list::
Cnslr. Rockman
::enter shutttle and settles into the copilot's seeat::
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Its adrift.  It is maintaining orbit using minimal power.
FCO Ens. Sea
USS Phaco
Ens. Walters
::sounds yellow alert::
Ens. Walters
{alert}
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Not for now .. but keep thsi display (shuttle's course) handy.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::hears Yellow Alert and looks at Rockman::
Ens. Walters
::opens hailing frequency:: Sir:  Hailing frequencies open.
Cnslr. Rockman
{#}CO:Do you wnat us to leave just yet, sir?
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Delay the launch of the shuttle.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: suggest board ship and cancel landing
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::waits for CO's command::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Studies the ship intensely::  CO: I've never seen a ship this old, intact.
FCO Ens. Sea
#Carson: standby shuttle
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Begin standar hailing .
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::nods and powers down::
Ens. Walters
::  sends standard greeting to the Phaco, sets it on repeat::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Aye, sir.  No response as yet.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer / Walters : Full scan sweeps.
Cnslr. Rockman
{#}Sea:what kind of ship is this?
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: suggest we scan for lifesigns 
Ens. Greg Spencer
:: Phaco does not respond ::
Ens. Walters
::scans the Phaco::
Ens. Walters
Sir:  No response.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::sits in shuttle and awaits the go ahead command from top side::
Cpt Phil French
{#} Rockman/Carson : Drop the shuttle. Report to the bridge .. on the double.
FCO Ens. Sea
#Rockman: Borg..just kidding...Federation, old style 
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::looks at Rockman:: Rockman: okay, you heard the boss, let's go
Ens. Greg Spencer
No life-signs... the only power is from the solar cells that are being used to keep the ship in orbit.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer :Can you access their CPU ?
Cnslr. Rockman
::grabs carson and heads for the bridge.::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::exits shuttle and races for the TL""
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: she's adrift, suggest we download log entries
Ens. Walters
Captain:  It would appear that there is a limit to receiving comm from the planet.  10,000 km seems to be the barrier.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
TL: Bridge, override Carson 6 alpha 9
Ens. Walters
::confirms Spencer's readings::
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: I can try, but that is an old Duotronic system.  I'm not sure it will talk to me right away.  I'll try.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
{deck}
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Sets to work creating a computer link::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::exits TL and hurries to station::
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Take us on a parrallel course to the Phaco , keepin relatuive distance ::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
CO: Reporting.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Brings up old Duotronic system structure file to assist in the link::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO': Aye skipper coming about and unfurling the sails
Ens. Walters
::puts shuttle flight plan on standby::
Cnslr. Rockman
::holds on to stomach while exiting turbo lift::Carson: someone should look at the speed of the lifts
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::checks weapons and shields statis::
Cpt Phil French
Carson : Any idea on the inner floor plan of a ship of the Phaco class ?
Ens. Walters
Captain:  There is heavy sonic ping activity surrounding the Phaco.
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Surrounding it ??
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: I suggest we find a means of escape from orbit , there is a reason a Federation crew abandoned its ship,,reccomend red alert
Lt.jg Sam Carson
CO: Sir, just a moment while I bring it up on your terminal.
Cnslr. Rockman
CO:Could the Phaco be our source of the pings?
Ens. Walters
Sir:  It seems to be the main target of the sonic activity from the planet.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Rockman: The pings are planet-based Counsellor.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
CO: The Phaco is a Daedalus class
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: I would suggest scanning for roumlan and Klingon ships or remains.
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Keep us clear fronm the Phaco, stay away from the presumed sonic beams ....
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::extending scans a bit more, to get a clearer reading::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye, 1/3 astern
Ens. Walters
Sir:  I've been maintaining scans for other ships; I've detected nothing as yet.  
Cpt Phil French
Walters are you able to pinpoint the point of origin of the sonic pings ?
Ens. Walters
Sir:  It seems to be coming from the continent where the human population is centered.
Cpt Phil French
Walters : No discernable pattern ? could that be a comm sdignal ?
Ens. Walters
Sir:  Not a comm signal.  Comm seems to be limited to 10,000km.  This seems to be a locating signal, almost as if someone is trying to keep track of the Phaco
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we could board the ship and gain further information which would aid a tactical analysis
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::agrees with Sea::
Cpt Phil French
Rockamn? Carson : Time to jog again ... report to TR 3, Please have a full sec detail with you as well, 
FCO Ens. Sea
:) Carson
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: I'm still trying to create a link with the Phaco.  But our systems are having a lot of trouble talking.  The Phaco's computers are old, and most likely parts are decayed.
Cnslr. Rockman
CO:on our way::grabs carson on way to TR3::
Cpt Phil French
Sea; : Move us to Trsnporter range, keeping clear from this : Sonar" pinging.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::notifies team alpha to meet her in TR 3::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I'd like to send a comm signal to an isolated area of the planet; see if we are limited by the same barrier that seems to be limiting the range of the planet communication signals.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::tired of the counselor grabbing her::
Cnslr. Rockman
::carson and i enter turbo lift::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::exits TL and runs to TR 3::
FCO Ens. Sea
::always "grabbing"  Carson Cnslr.::
Cnslr. Rockman
::enjoying the grabbing<lol>::
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Why not ... try it ... make the signal according to the Starfleet Coding system used during the Phaco's eera.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::arrives at TR3 and nods to alpha team::
Ens. Walters
::looks startled at sensors
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::team leader Moore hands out tricorders and phasers to the others::
FCO Ens. Sea
::looks at Captain with a ? about Carson and Rockman::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::looks at team:: All: you all ready??
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: I can't create a link with the Phaco sir.  Too many computer systems are fried.
Cnslr. Rockman
::steps up on TR pad::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::looks at Rockman::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  ::urgency in voice:: I've detected a Romulan Warbird, emerging from the darkside of the planet.  Circa Stardate 1709.1, 2266
Cnslr. Rockman
Carson: ready
Cpt Phil French
:: Gives Sea a look back barely holding his smile ::
Ens. Walters
:: scans warbird::  Sir:  It is in the same condition as the Phaco.  I detect no lifesigns
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Skipper I wish we had a cloak
Lt.jg Sam Carson
ALL: Everyone up on the pad ::taps comm badge:: CO: we are ready to transport on your orders.
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Red alert.
Ens. Walters
::sounds red alert::  {alert}
Cpt Phil French
{#} Carson : Red alert, We've a wardbird paying us a visit
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::raises eyebrows::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: reccomend abort trasport
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters : On screen, Open HF.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
{#} CO: shall we stand down the transport, sir?
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Looks startled at the Captain:: Sir, the Warbird is effectively dead in orbit.
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Aye.  ::puts it on screen and begins standard hailing messages::
Cnslr. Rockman
{#}CO:I'll bet there is a klingon ship out there too.  Do we come back to the bridge or what?
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : A dead wolf is still a wolf ....
Ens. Walters
Captain:  No response, sir.
Cpt Phil French
{#} Rockman : For now ... wait down there ....
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Tactical sweeps. Weapons status.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::looks at team:: All: we standby for the moment.
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: But Captain, it wouldn't be able to do any damage to us if it tried.  It has outdated shields, and phasers.  The photon torpedoes on that ship would simply bounce off our shields.
Cnslr. Rockman
::tursn' to carsona nd waggs eybrows::Carson:wanna drink?
Ens. Walters
::scans Warbird::  Sir:  It's weapons are powered down, sir.  No lifesigns.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::everyone steps off the pad:: Rockman: you know we are on duty now, ::grins:: Maybe later.
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters : Stand won Red alert, initiate transport to the Phaco. Keep the WBird under straight surveillance.
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I detect a concentration of sensor pings centered around the Warbird, similar to Phaco.  Different frequency, coming from a different area of the planet.
Ens. Walters
::stands down red alert::
Cnslr. Rockman
::gets back on the pad::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Watches sensors:: CO: Sir, another ship is coming around from the Darkside.  A Klingon Battle Cruiser.  D7 class, circa 2260.
Cpt Phil French
{#} Rockman : Get ready to transport. You have 15 mn to investigate aboard the Phaco.
Cnslr. Rockman
Carson:I have a hunch....
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::motions team to get back up on pad too::
Ens. Walters
#All personnel:  Red alert has been downgraded to Yellow...
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::looks at the counselor:: Yeah, so do I.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : Tell me ... no power, no lifesign ....
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Same state as the others.  No lifesigns, Main power offline, solar panels supplying power to keep ship in orbit.
Ens. Walters
::keeps monitoring the Warbird:: Captain:  No status.
FCO Ens. Sea
::running bases with alerts::
Cnslr. Rockman
{#}CO:Aye sir
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::nods to Transporter chief:: Energize
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : How surprising .
Lt.jg Sam Carson
{transporter}
Cpt Phil French
Walters : Keep an eye on our power levels. I want to be notified if we start loosing power.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::arrives on the ship and activates tricorder::
Cnslr. Rockman
:: materializes on hte phaco::
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: May hypothesize sir, that these ships could be part of a museum for the planet's inhabitants?
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::motions team to spread out and search the ship::
Ens. Walters
Sir:  Another "surprise."  The sonic ping activity is coming from the area of the planet inhabitated by the Romulans.
Ens. Walters
CO:  Aye, sir.
Cpt Phil French
{#} Rockman : 15 mn aboard , after that you have a WB and a BP on you sightseeing list.
Ens. Walters
::slaves Ops to her console, to monitor power::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::looks at the counselor:: Lead on sir.
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO:Aye sir
Cpt Phil French
Sea : Interesting theory ... but how would they visit this "museum" we show no trace of spatial activity whatsoever.
Ens. Walters
Sir:  If I may venture a hypothesis....
Cnslr. Rockman
@Carson: how come I 'm leading?
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters ; Always.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
Counselor: ::sighs:: follow me then, lets head to the bridge
Ens. Walters
These ships appear to be of the same vintage; it is possible that some phenomenon stranded them here, and the crews transported to the planet.  Perhaps the ships are being kept here in the hopes of someday returning to their own peoples...
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : Inteeresting theory ... but how would they visit this "museum" we show no trace of spatial activity whatsoever.
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Perhaps they are just to look at... like the Phoenix in the Simthsonian.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::enters bridge and see a form slumped in the center seat::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::follows carson and enjoys the view::
Ens. Walters
Sir:  If that is the case, theoretically we could be caught in whatever trapped these ships in orbit...
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@no one on board... except the skeleton in the Captain's chair, wearing a OLD(TOS) Starfleet uniform.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : HHmmm .. no offense but Wlaters ' theory looks more appealing ... 
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@::runs scans on tricorder:: Counselor: He's been dead for a while
Cnslr. Rockman
::scans body in capt's chair with tricorder::
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Aye Sir.
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters ; Agreed ... that is why I asked you to monitor our power levels.
Cnslr. Rockman
@::heads for the science station::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I detect no change; however, I am also unsure of the accuracy of our sensors at this point.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : See if you can find anything about the engine .... do they have power left or are they all sucked up ?
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::tricorder roughly estimates he's been dead for 60-70 years::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::tries to interface with science console to get logs or other info::
Cpt Phil French
Wlaters : I want a full scale check up on internal sensors .. I wnt to be able to rely on your reading of our power grid.
Ens. Walters
::runs diagnostics on all stations::  Aye, sir.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Quick Scan:: CO: I'm detecting no antimatter, or Dilithium signatures aboard the Phaco.  Or any of the other two ships for that matter.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@::looks over to the counselor:: Rockman: all systems are down... VERY minimal power.
Cpt Phil French
{#} Rockman : Focus your investigations on the last days logs and on the engineering journal. 
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO:We need a portable generator and help to bring up some power>
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@Rockman: I don't think you gain a lot of information
Ens. Walters
::overhears Spencer, and considers the lack of anitmatter/Dilith interesting::  
Cpt Phil French
{#} Rockman : See that with Wlaters ... you have my ok .. but I want answers.
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : NO dilithium .. and NO AM left ... at all ?????
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@Rockman: Moore was carrying a portable generator, let me get him in here.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@::taps comm:: Moore: to the bridge and bring the generator with you.
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Aye sir, not a trace left.
Ens. Walters
#Rockman:  Let me know what you need; I'll arrange it for transport.
Cnslr. Rockman
@Carson:Anybody else have something useful?
Cpt Phil French
Spencer : Any suggestion how that can happen ?
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@::Moore enters the bridge and starts to set up the generator to the Science console::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@::looks at Rockman:: Rockman: how so, counselor?
Cnslr. Rockman
@::goes to eng station to check bridge power levels
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@<Moore> Counselor: you have power now, you may proceed.
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}Walters: thanks we will let you know
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Use and age.
Cnslr. Rockman
@:: tries to route power from generator to whole bridge::
Lt.jg Sam Carson
@::nods thanks to Moore:: Moore: please continue your search of the ship, we only have about 7 minutes left here
Ens. Walters
Captain:  No change in power levels, sir.
Lt.jg Sam Carson
::the portable generator would need more power to power the bridge and Carson watches as it struggles beyond it's capasity::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::sci & eng consoles power up tries to access ships log for last 3 days::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::shuts down power route to other portions of bridge to focus on sci and eng conoles::
Ens. Walters
<those generators sometimes take on a life of their own, Maryanne ::grin::>
Ens. Greg Spencer
::ALARM SOUNDS:: CO: Sir, we have been actively pinged.  A radio message is being directed at us.
Ens. Greg Spencer
<<<<< PAUSE >>>>>
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